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How can CIOs move past pockets of AI success to enterprise-wide advantage? Consider these four steps to accelerate results from data science, AI, and ML work.
4 steps to build a strong data science community across the enterprise
Oracle Analytics For Dummies discusses how state-of-the-art AI- and ML-based analytics can take your business intelligence to the next level. Hiring Kit: Video Game Writer How to choose the right ...
Oracle Analytics For Dummies
With Operational Decision Management for Dummies, you can discover all the components of ODM, understand the benefits to your business, and start planning your ODM journey. Hiring Kit: Video Game ...
ODM for Dummies
6Pages – a new kind of market-intelligence service focused on far-reaching shifts in business & technology – explains low-code/no-code platforms’ capabilities and limitations, goes deep on ...
Free Information Brief - What's New & Interesting In Low-Code/No-Code
Organisers of the 2021 SAPICS Conference for supply chain professionals have announced a compelling array of presentations for this year’s event - from artificial intelligence and blockchain ...
Exceptional programme announced for 2021 SAPICS Conference, with compelling presentations, panel discussions, exhibition and networking
You can see how much assets have grown inside an industry, or inside any particular business ... the value investor has to show a tiny bit more intelligence than a pure contrarian instinct.
Edward Chancellor: ‘intelligent contrarians’ should follow the capital cycle
Wherever you turn, companies say they get it, that customers are important to their business ... Artificial intelligence is now a key ingredient in customer engagement, but these technologies ...
About The List
Years ago, crash-test dummies were primarily built in traditional ... The amount of artificial intelligence integrated into vehicles is only increasing, as AI makes today's advanced driver ...
Diversity key as AI increasingly integrated into safety systems
Sophos has confirmed plans to acquire Braintrace, a startup that provides a network detection and response (NDR) tool to help organizations gain visibility into suspicious network traffic patterns ...
Sophos Buys Network Detection And Response Startup Braintrace
Campbell Conroy & O'Neill, a law firm that represents hundreds of major organizations, has confirmed a data privacy incident related to a ransomware attack detected earlier this year. Campbell's ...
Law Firm for Ford, Pfizer, Exxon Discloses Ransomware Attack
According to NETSCOUT's Threat Intelligence Report 2H 2020 ... Even with the most comprehensive business continuity plans in place, it's unlikely that tens of thousands of workers can be ...
Servers & Storage Week: Secure connectivity for digital enterprises
American cybersecurity firm Rapid7 has acquired IntSights Cyber Intelligence in a deal worth USD335 million. The Boston-based cybersecurity company said its acquisition of the threat intelligence ...
Rapid7 wants to democratise threat intelligence with IntSights acquisition
The 32 elite students who enter the course need almost perfect physical fitness (PT) scores, expert rifle qualifications, and superior intelligence test scores The 32 elite students who enter the ...
This intense training course makes US Marine scout snipers the deadliest shots on earth
Su made his remarks in answer to a question on autonomous driving safety at the World Artificial Intelligence Conference ... with Robotaxi as their business goals will be dead" and boasted that ...
Huawei demotes AV chief over Tesla 'killing' comments
The headquarters of MI6 is a ziggurat-like fortress known within the intelligence community as ... In the company’s new business paradigm, development should be fan-driven and fan-controlled ...
How Lego Is Constructing the Next Generation of Engineers
They are selling dummies. It didn’t take me long to know ... Under the scheme, 35-year-olds or younger people with viable business ideas or existing one will be supported with interest-free ...
KWARA: Missiles fly, governance continues
The “black” projects of the 2020s are all about drones, artificial intelligence and sixth-generation ... Now China’s in the arms race business. So it’s building its own.
China builds its own Area 51 in outback as arms race continues
Years ago, crash-test dummies were primarily built in traditional male figures ... Huge' safety implications The amount of artificial intelligence integrated into vehicles is only increasing, as AI ...
Diversity key as AI increasingly integrated into automotive safety systems
The "black" projects of the 2020s are all about drones, artificial intelligence and sixth-generation ... Now China's in the arms race business. So it's building its own. It appears to have chosen ...
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